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Abstract
This work is devoted to the study of the capabilities of the Modelica and Julia programming languages
for the implementation of a continuously discrete paradigm in modeling hybrid systems that contain
both continuous and discrete aspects of behavior. A system consisting of an incoming stream that is
processed according to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and a router that processes traffic using
the Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm acts as a simulated threshold system.
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1. Introduction

The possible methods for investigating complex systems are the construction of a discrete
event model, the construction of a continuous model, and hybrid modeling [1]. Such hybrid
systems combine the operation of continuous and discrete elements, for example, systems with
a discrete control device and a control object with a continuous nature of operation [2]. The
system for the further research is the hybrid model of the interaction of the data transmission
process via the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Random Early Detection (RED)
algorithm as an algorithm of regulating the flow state. When modeling TCP-like traffic, the
liquid (continuous) approach can be used, but it is especially important to consider discrete
transitions between TCP states and a discrete packet drop function in RED-type algorithms. It
is the hybrid approach that reflects these important features of the simulated system.
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1.1. The structure of the article

The structure of the article is as following. The 2 section describes the basic principles and the
mathematical model of the operation of the congestion control mechanism in the TCP protocol
with the RED queue management algorithm. The 3 section provides general information about
the physical modeling language Modelica which implements, among other things, a hybrid
paradigm, and this section also presents the implementation of the algorithm in the Modelica
language. The 4 section provides information on the Julia programming language and the
DifferentialEquations package for solving various differential equations. Also in this section
some features of the Julia language are presented in the context of hybrid modeling by using
the example of the RED module implementation for active traffic management.

1.2. Notations and conventions

In the work we will use the following variables and notation. The main parameters of the
system are follows:

• 𝑤(𝑡) is the average TCP window size (in packets);
• 𝑞(𝑡) is the average queue length (in packets);
• �̂�(𝑡) is the exponentially weighted moving average of the queue length;
• 𝑇 (𝑞, 𝑡) is the Round Trip Time (RTT, sec);
• 𝑁(𝑡) is the number of TCP sessions;
• 𝐶 corresponds to the speed of procession of packets in the queue.

2. Random Early Detection as an active queue managment
algorithm

The authors have repeatedly described the research problems, the features of the phenomenon
under study, the construction of a mathematical model [3, 4].

In data transmission networks, there is a global synchronization, during which TCP sources
send packets synchronously and also stop transmission synchronously. Such a stable self-
oscillating mode of the system operation affects the quality of network service, throughput and
latency negatively. The use of Active Queue Management algorithms, like RED [5], to control
traffic reduces the probability of global synchronization, but it does not completely eliminate it.
For some values of the initial parameters in the router settings, self-oscillations of the main
parameters occur in the system.
An active queue management policy with a RED type algorithm is used to control and

prevent congestions in the queues of routers. Algorithms for managing the state of traffic can
be represented as control modules in network equipment. The advantage of this algorithm is
its efficiency and relatively simple implementation on network equipment.
Let us describe a model for transmitting TCP-like traffic in which the dynamic flow rate is

regulated by an RED type algorithm. The model consists of two elements - the packet-generating
TCP source and the receiver, which is the queue of the router. It processes incoming packets in
accordance with the control algorithm and notifies the source that the packets have reached their
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destination. The source and receiver interact through an intermediate link in accordance with
the control algorithm, i.e. the value of the average queue length affects the source parameters,
in particular, the size of the TCP congestion window.
A mathematical model of the interaction of an incoming TCP stream and a router that pro-

cesses traffic using a RED-type control algorithm is the autonomous system of three differential
equations [6, 7, 8, 9]:

�̇�(𝑡) = 1
𝑇 (𝑡)

𝜗(𝑤max − 𝑤) −
𝑤(𝑡)
2

𝑤(𝑡 − 𝑇 (𝑡))
𝑇 (𝑡 − 𝑇 (𝑡))

𝑝(𝑡 − 𝑇 (𝑡)), (1)

̇𝑞(𝑡) =
⎧⎪
⎨⎪
⎩

(1 − 𝑝(𝑡))
𝑁 (𝑡)𝑤(𝑡)
𝑇 (𝑡)

− 𝐶, 𝑞(𝑡) > 0,

max [(1 − 𝑝(𝑡))
𝑁 (𝑡)𝑤(𝑡)
𝑇 (𝑡)

− 𝐶, 0] , 𝑞(𝑡) = 0,
(2)

̇�̂�(𝑡) = −𝑤𝑞𝐶�̂�(𝑡) + 𝑤𝑞𝐶𝑞(𝑡), (3)

The (1) equation describes the dynamic change of the average TCP window size. The 1/𝑇 (𝑞, 𝑡)
element reflects the slow start TCP state, during which the window size increases per RTT.
The 𝜗(𝑤max − 𝑤) component, which is a Heaviside function, limits the growth of the TCP
window. The (1 − 𝑝(𝑡))𝑤(𝑡)𝑁 (𝑡)/𝑇 (𝑞, 𝑡) component in the (2) equation reflects the increase in
the queue length when packets arrive which corresponds to the average packet arrival rate.

The (3) equation reflects the change of the �̂�(𝑡) — exponentially weighted moving average of
the queue length function operating as a low-pass filter. It is introduced for some smoothing
outliers of the queue length. As soon as the �̂�(𝑡) value exceeds some predetermined threshold
value, the router finds out that the system has started overloading and reports this to the source.

The RED algorithm is controlled by the 𝑝(�̂�) — piecewise probabilistic packet drop function
which can be written as a system of nonlinear equations.

𝑝(�̂�) =
⎧⎪

⎨
⎪
⎩

0, 0 ⩽ �̂�(𝑡) < 𝑞min,
�̂�(𝑡) − 𝑞min

𝑞max − 𝑞min
𝑝max, 𝑞min ⩽ �̂�(𝑡) ⩽ 𝑞max,

1, �̂�(𝑡) > 𝑞max.

(4)

This function depends on the threshold values of the queue size 𝑞min and 𝑞max, as well as the
𝑝max parameter that sets the part of packets that will be discarded if �̂� reaches the maximum
value.

3. Modeling in the Modelica language

The Modelica language was developed by the non-profit organization Modelica which also devel-
ops a freely distributed library based on it. This object-oriented language of physical modeling is
used to solve a wide range of problems [10, 11]. Modelica is well suited for component-oriented
modeling of complex systems consisting of various physical components, also having control
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components and elements oriented to individual processes. Let us demonstrate the application
of this language to hybrid modeling of communication network algorithms [2].

The basis of the language is represented by classes that can be inherited. In Modelica classes
contain methods and fields that can have types of variability such as constant, parameter and
variable. In addition to methods and fields, the class contains functions and equations which are
defined in the equation section. One of the mandatory requirements of the Modelica program
is the coincident number of variables and equations.
Let us declare the variables and parameters used as initial ones.

Real p(start = 0.0) ”Drop probability”;
Real w(min = 1.0, max = wmax, start = 1.0, fixed = true) ”TCP window”;
Real q(max = R, start = 0.0, fixed = true) ”Instant queue length”;
Real q_avg(start = 0.0) ”EWMS queue length”;

parameter Real N(start = 60.0) ”Number of TCP sessions”;
parameter Real c(start = 10.0) ”Service intensity, Mbps”;
parameter Real packet_size(start = 500.0) ”Package size, bit”;
parameter Real T(start = 0.05) ”RTT”;
parameter Real thmin(start = 0.25) ”Normalized lower threshold”;
parameter Real thmax(start = 0.5) ”Normalized upper threshold”;
parameter Real R(start = 300.0) ”Queue size”;
parameter Real wq(start = 0.0004) EWMS parameter”;
parameter Real pmax(start = 0.1) ”Maximum drop probability”;
parameter Real wmax(start = 32.0) ”Max window size”;
parameter Real C = 125000.0 * c / packet_size ”Service intensity, packets”;

The congestion control algorithm in the queues of the RED router in Modelica is implemented
as a Red class [12]. A discrete drop function is easily set in the main class using the standard if
operator:

class Red
equation
p = if q_avg < thmin * R

then 0.0
else if q_avg > thmax * R

then 1.0
else (q_avg / R - thmin) * pmax / (thmax - thmin);

In this implementation, the discrete element of the system interacts well with continuous
elements, the behaviour of which is also implemented in the main class of the program using
three equations:

equation
der(w) = wAdd(w, wmax, T) + (-0.5) * w * delay(w, T, T) * delay(p, T, T) / delay(T, T, T);
der(q) = qAdd(pre(q), w, T, C, N, R);
der(q_avg) = wq * C * (q - q_avg);
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In Modelica the der operator defines a time derivative. The delay is realized very simply
with the help of the delay operator, which makes it possible to work with the delay of both
continuous and discrete system elements.
The wAdd function limits the size of the TCP window:

function wAdd
input Real wIn, wmax, T;
output Real wOut;
algorithm
wOut := if noEvent(wIn >= wmax) then 0.0 else 1.0 / T;
end wAdd;

The qAdd function sets the change in the average queue length depending on the discrete
packet drop function:

function qAdd
input Real q, w, T, C, N, R;
output Real qOut;
protected Real q1, q2;
algorithm
q1 := N * w / T - C;
q2 := q + q1;
qOut := if q2 > R then R - q else if q2 > 0.0 then q1 else -q;
end qAdd;

Additional restrictions on the size of 𝑤(𝑡) and 𝑞(𝑡) variables are set using the when operator
in the Red class:

when w <= 1.0
then reinit(w, 1.0);

end when;
when q >= R

then reinit(q, R);
end when;

As a result of system modeling the dynamics of the change in 𝑤(𝑡), 𝑞(𝑡), �̂�(𝑡) parameters was
obtained, presented in Figure 1. The graph shows that for some parameter values in the system
there is a stable self-oscillating mode of operation.

4. Modeling in the Julia language

Julia is a high-level language designed for scientific and engineering calculations [2, 13, 14, 15].
Let us describe the implementation of an Active Queue Management algorithm with a RED

control algorithm in Julia1.
1We used the Julia-1.4.1.
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Figure 1: 𝑤(𝑡), 𝑞(𝑡), �̂�(𝑡) parameters behaviour based on Modelica modeling results

In this implementation, we used the DifferentialEquations package [16], designed for effective
solution of differential equations of various types, such as ordinary differential equations,
stochastic ordinary differential equations, differential algebraic and hybrid equations, as well as
delay differential equations.
To install the package we will use the following command in Julia REPL:

using Pkg
Pkg.add(”DifferentialEquations”)

We will enable the package using the command:

using DifferentialEquations

We set the vector of the initial system parameters p = (T, N, C, wq, q_min, q_max, R, p_max, w_max) .
The pr variable which is a function of the packet drop probability, acts as a global variable.

T = 0.5
N = 60.0
C = 10 * 1000000.0 / (8.0 * 500)
wq = 0.0004
q_min = 0.25
q_max = 0.50
R = 300.0
p_max = 0.1
w_max = 32.0
p = (T, N, C, wq, q_min, q_max,

R, p_max, w_max)
pr = 0.0
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Since the original system of differential equations contains delayed arguments, we define the
history function h(p, t) which depends on the parameters vector p and time t . Next, we define
the delay of the 𝑤(𝑡 − 𝑇 (𝑡)) variable in (1) equation:

h(p, t) = zeros(1)
tau = T
lags = [tau]

For our task, the Red dynamic function describing the behaviour of differential equations and
setting constraints for 𝑤, 𝑞, �̂�(𝑡) parameters in DifferentialEquations will have the following
form:

function Red(du, u, h, p, t)
w, q, q_avg = u
hist1 = h(p, t - T)[1]
du[1] = 1.0 / T -

-(w * hist1 * pr / (2.0 * T))
du[2] = qAdd(q,w,T,C,N,R)
du[3] = -wq * C * q_avg + wq * C * q
end

In the Red function, we also set constraints for the 𝑤, 𝑞, �̂�(𝑡) parameters.

if (w <= 1.0)
w = 1.0

end
if (q >= R)

q = R
end
if (q_avg >= R)

q_avg = R
end

Next we define the 𝑞 parameter change function.

function qAdd(q,w,T,C,N,R)
q1 = N * w / T - C
q2 = q + q1
if q2 > R

return R - q
elseif q2 > 0

return q1
else

return -q
end

end
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One of the powerful tools of the DifferentialEquations package is callbacks, for which two
functions are defined. A condition function is needed to check if an event has occurred. The
affect function is executed if an event has occurred.

The discrete packet drop function is implemented as a controller which is updated every 0.01
seconds until the tf simulation time is reached. The tstops array defines the sampling intervals
of the condition check, the function checks if t is one of the sample element.

tf = 30.0
tstops = collect(0:0.01:tf)
function condition_control_loop(u,t,integrator)

(t in tstops)
end

Next, we determine the affect function, which is the controller. The control_loop! function
at each step calculates the new value of the packet drop probability function 𝑝 depending on
the current values of the 𝑤, 𝑞, �̂�(𝑡) parameters in accordance with the formula (4).

function control_loop!(integrator)
global pr
w = integrator.u[1]
q = integrator.u[2]
q_avg = integrator.u[3]
if (q_avg < q_min * R)

pr = 0.0
elseif (q_avg > q_max * R)

pr = 1.0
else pr = p_max * (q_avg/R - q_min) / (q_max - q_min)
end

end

Then we define a discrete type callback:

cb = DiscreteCallback(condition_control_loop, control_loop!)

Finally, we define the vector of the system initial state, the simulation time and call the
DDEProblem package solver. The Red function, vector of initial states, simulation time, and
variables delay parameters are passed to its arguments:

u0 = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0]
tspan = (0.0, tf)
prob = DDEProblem(Red, u0, h, tspan, p, constant_lags=lags)
alg = MethodOfSteps(Tsit5())
sol = solve(prob, alg, callback = cb, tstops=tstops)

As a result of the simulation, we obtain a graph demonstrating the behaviour of the TCP
Reno window size and the average queue length, i.e. reflecting the dynamics of a queue in a
router (or gateway) with a queue management module using the RED algorithm (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: 𝑤(𝑡), 𝑞(𝑡), �̂�(𝑡) parameters behaviour based on Julia modeling results

5. Results

As a result of the study, two software complexes created in the programming languages Modelica
and Julia were obtained. Both of these complexes implement the same mathematical model of
a data transmission network with an active traffic control module operating according to the
RED algorithm. A numerical experiment conducted within the framework of both software
systems gives comparable results (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

6. Discussion

Modelica and Julia languages are both domain-specific languages. However, Julia is considered
as the common language of scientific calculations, Modelica is considered as a specialized
language for modeling of dynamic, continuous and hybrid systems.

The mathematical model of the RED algorithm is formulated using a hybrid approach. There-
fore, in the framework of the Modelica language, its implementation turned out to be quite
simple. In this language ordinary differential equations are writtenwith a delayed argument with
the help of high-level tools quite easily. In addition, the use of discrete elements is implemented
very clearly.

Julia language is aimed at solving a wider range of tasks. Therefore, it does not have as many
syntax tools as the more specialized Modelica. In particular, the implementation of the hybrid
paradigm in Julia requires a higher qualification of the programmer than when working with
the Modelica language.
For specialized applications, Julia requires a greater level of knowledge than specialized

languages such as Modelica. Julia is also a metalanguage and it can serve as the basis for the
construction of other languages. For example, the Modia extension [17, 18] was made to migrate
programs from Modelica to Julia (and possibly in the opposite direction).
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7. Conclusion

The authors demonstrated the application of the continuous-discrete approach to the modeling
of non-linear systems with control. The simulated system is the system consisting of an
incoming stream processed according to the TCP protocol, as well as a router that processes
traffic using a RED algorithm.

By comparing software implementations in the Modelica and Julia programming languages,
the simplicity of hybrid systems modeling in Modelica is demonstrated, where continuous
system elements, implemented by using a system of differential equations, interact with a
discrete packet drop function quite well. Restrictions for some system parameters are set using
the when operator. Implementation of the delay is also possible for system elements of any
nature of functioning.
Julia also provides the ability to model systems according to a hybrid paradigm. The Dif-

ferentialEquations package allows to solve systems of differential equations of various kinds,
including delay differential equations. The continuous probabilistic function has been success-
fully implemented using the callback option. A delayed argument to a continuous function is
implemented using the h(p, t) history function.

Thus, the authors studied the capabilities of the Modelica and Julia programming languages in
modeling of hybrid systems containing both continuous and discrete aspects of behaviour. The
numerical simulation of the process of transmitting data via TCP and the process of regulating
the flow state using the RED algorithm in the event of congestion has been performed, graphs
demonstrating changes in the main parameters of the system have been obtained.
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